ArcOne® has redesigned the Eagle® helmet, making a multi-functional welding helmet, designed for respiratory protection (coming soon) and standard welding.

Additional Filter Options

5500V | 7500VX | 4500V

5500V
- Light State: 4
- Digital: Yes
- Grind: Yes
- TIG Rating Amps: 5
- Regulation: In
- Auto Variable: No
- i-TIG: No
- Outside Cover Plate: 09-OP
- Center Section: 06-FH

Dark State: 9-13
- Sensitivity: 8 Settings
- Delay: 8 Settings
- No. of Sensors: 2
- Viewing Area: 7.25 sq. in.
- Memory: No
- Inside Cover Plate: 03-OP
- Replacement Headgear: 10-HG
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